Project Snapshot

TOXFREE USE HIGH PRESSURE WATER BLASTING TO
CLEAN OUT SPRAY BOOTHS
The issue
Oliver Technologies required spray booths to be to cleaned out,
ready to be refurbished. The spray booth is used to spray paint
large transformers, the transformers enter on rail tracks, are
painted and then exit again. The booth had not been cleaned
out in 5 years, which meant paint had accumulated on the
walls and floors during this time. The thick layer of paint was
creating an OHS hazard as the floor was no longer level.

Paint build-up on the spray booth floor.
The solution
Toxfree provide ultra-high pressure water blasting as part of
their industrial services division. Ultra-high pressure water
blasting was the best solution for removing the built-up paint
from the surfaces of the room. Using 36000 psi, the paint
was stripped from the walls and floor to reveal the base of the
building, ready to be refurbished. Toxfree completed the job
with stringent safety precautions, making sure no one could
enter the room during the process. The excess paint and
water from the room was contained and then vacuumed up
Walls being cleaned with High Pressure
with a Toxfree vacuum loading truck.
water.
The outcome
Oliver Technologies were happy with the exceptional service
provided by Toxfree, the spray booth was stripped down and
ready to be used safely again. The waste vacuumed up by
the Toxfree vacuum truck was transported to its disposal
location at a Toxfree waste treatment facility. Toxfree will
work with Oliver Technologies to clean out the spray paint
booth once a year, to avoid a build-up of paint and to reduce
the OHS risk.
Walls and floor clean and ready to re-paint.
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HOW TOXFREE CLEANED OUT SPRAY BOOTHS
FOR OLIVER TECHNOLOGIES
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Paint build up on walls and floor.

Floor clean after HP water blasting.
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Walls being cleaned with ultra high
pressure water blasting.
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Walls and floor
finished after
re-painting,
ready for use.
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Room clean after Toxfree has
vacuumed up the paint waste.
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Paint and
water waste is
removed and
transported by
Toxfree for safe
disposal.
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